Project Engineer ‐ Security
Objective
You are a motivated, experienced and multi disciplined engineer with extensive knowledge of the
security industry covering fault‐finding to installation on a range of systems. You will be involved in
project work completing work from start through to commission and conducting training on the
system to the end user.
Act as an ambassador to position the company's reputation as a leading and respected employer.
Attributes and skills




Experience with large‐scale networked systems ranging across CCTV, IDS and Access Control
Experience working with a wide range of security products
Strong interpersonal skills, a good telephone manner and a 'can do' attitude

Responsibilities (are to include the following but are not limited to)

















Work closely with the regional PM to support all project work
Attend client meetings
Responsible for managing progress on projects
Act as first point of call for issues from engineers
Resource planning
Approve engineer timesheets
Ensure procurement meets project programme milestones
High end commissioning of enterprise level systems
Work on a selection of key accounts in a pre‐defined geographical area
Guide engineers personal and professional development
Promote best in class approach for installation standards
Carry out quality audits on installations
Experience in a range of disciplines and have been responsible for delivering NSI standard
services.
A full clean, UK driving licence and the flexibility to work away from home
To follow Health & Safety procedures set out by the company in order to ensure the safety
of you, your colleagues and others. Also, adhere to the Company Health and Safety policy.
Adhere to company rules and ensure compliance to ISO:9001:2015 & ISO 14001:2004

DISCLAIMER
The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being
performed by people assigned to this classification. They are not to be construed as an exhaustive
list of all responsibilities, duties, and skills required of personnel so classified. All personnel may be
required to perform duties outside of their normal responsibilities from time to time, as required.

